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Charges Dropped In
'Green Door' Case

By JOHN LYNCH
Deputy District Attorney was that the movie, showing
John Phillips dropped threats numerous and assorted sex
acts, was "popular': and that
nf prosecution against the
this, too, furthered exam
owner of the Bijou Theater
last Friday for showing the ination.
"The whole problem is the
highly controversial X-rated
1 Vice Squad.,. They are the
movie, "Behind the Green
ones who are harassing and
Door",.as proprietor Robert
the disturbance.
Carson decided to stop causing
There
is
no
vice here so there
showing the lilm.
Municipal Court Judge is no need lor a vice squad. "
told how seven
William R. Giffen felt that the Carson
movie was "offensive" after members ol the vice squad
he issued a search warrant came to conf iscate the movie,
October 23 to confiscate the a move which he termed
film. Three members ol the "unnecessary and ridicu
Stockton Police vice squad re lous".
The
theater
owner
portedly paid $3 each to view
the movie at the theatre, explained that "it wasn't
located at West Adams, and easy for him to stop showing
Green Door' because
reported back to Giffen on its
freedom
of expression was
contents. The judge in turn
made out the warrant tor something that he had always
confiscation and the seized felt strongly about. "The
film was viewed by Giffen and problem is that I have other
business interests and these
Phillips in private.
"The judge left it up to me would be in jeopardy if 1 was to
on whether to prosecute after become involved with the
he declared. "It
he
asserted
it
was law,"
"offensive", explained the personally was just a bad time
Deputy District Attorney. for me to protest and light it.''
"Mr. Carson was very nice
PROSECUTED
and when he revealed that he
was discontinuing the show
Carson pointed out that he
ing of the film, I felt that there legally could have kept
was no reason to prosecute." showing 'Green Door' and had
Carson doubted seriously access to additional copies ol
the police claim that several the film. He believed this

"BEHIND THE
LfiREEN DOOR"
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0110 goals and the paths
mo
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FAT CITY ANNEX
Those students who auto
matically head for the End
Zone to win the battle against
the munchies may find an
alternate route available for
that never ending fight.

The alternate route, "Fat
City Annex", made its' grandopening debut in the Ander
son Dining Hall last Monday
under the management of for

mer Callison students and in
co-pperation with the
Associated Students of the
University of the Pacific. For
more details, see page 5.

SPaciflcan

would probably have led to his
arrest. "In the meeting be
President Stanley E.
tween Mr. Phillips and McCaffrey announced last
myself, it was more or less week future plans for new rec
inferred that I would be reational areas and facilities
DOOR see pg. 11 on the University of the
Pacific campus.

Avoid The Rush-Pre-Register Early
The
pre-registration
Penod is coming. It all begins
ov-12. This is a good time to
gin planning with your
advisor for Winter Term and
pring Semester, and to
eview
your
degree
Objectives. However, it .you
„
until the last minute to
ei your advisor, you may
lin Wlnd UP waiting in a long
nro an<* l^en be summarily
Processed for lack of time to
anything else. Arrange to
Se
bv ,your advisor early: stop
an a 'S °^'ce or call and make

e

New Recreational Settings
Planned For UOP Students

MARILYN
CHAMBERS in

neighborhood complaints
prompted the investigation.
Frankly, I was later told by a
certain authority that only one
complaint was made," he
said. He added that another
rationale given by the police

St
•<

to achieving these goals. This
all takes time. Make an
appointment with your advi
sor now, so that you will have
that time.
To facilitate the advising
process in C.O.Pa-letter has
recently been sent to each
C.O.P. student to inform of his
advisor and the location ol the
advisor's office.
If you, as a C.O.P. stu
dent, have not received your
letter, or if you want to change
your advisor from that in
dicated in your letter, please

Your

he has been formally de
clared as your advisor and has
received your advising

OLD POOL
Highlighting the proposed
plans is the development in the
immediate future of a
recreational area at the site of
the old swimming pool, just
south of the Gymnasium. The
area will include basketball,
volley ball and badminton
courts, in addition to lawns
and trees. Lighting will be
provided for night use.
According to McCaflrey,
the project was made possible
by a member of the UOP
Board of Regents, Mrs.
Winifred Raney, of Turlock.
"We are deeply grateful to
Mrs. Raney for her interest
and generosity in making this
possible," he commented.
Mrs. Raney is also credited
with making possible the redecoration of the Gold Room
in Anderson Hall, equipping
the Language Laboratory,
and furnishing offices in
Burns Tower, as well as other
nroiects.

10 ACRES

tation of the plans necessarily
must await available financ
ing.

Turf is expected to be
planted in the next several
weeks in the a rea near the ten
nis courts with some ten
acres providing a large lawn
area for various types of
recreational use. Additional
green area will be planted in
the field section between the
Pharmacy School and the
Student Health Center.
McCaffrey
reminded that
The UOP debate team
other improvements in split forces over the weekend
campus landscaping will of October 26 to score its first
continue in the months ahead. major victory in debate.
Such developments include Pacific sent one debate team
realignment of certain roads to Spokane, Washington to
to further attractiveness, attend the University of
traffic flow and pedestrian Cansaca debate tournament.
scjfetyThe team of Jon Schamber
and John Hoban took first
NEED FINANCING
place in Senior debate.
UOP also sent debaters to
Sacramento State Univer
sity, to compete in debate and
Students, faculty and staff individual events.
members have expressed
Albert Fierro was flown
concern during the semester
down
to reprsent UOP in the
1
over the preservation and
Cal
State
Fall Championships
needed expansion of campus
green areas that provide at Cal State, Los Angeles.
recreational
activities. Fierro took two honors: in
McCaffrey claims that there individual events he took a
have been long-range plans fourth interpretative spot, and
for the \development of such in persuasive speaking he took
areas but that the "implemen second, both senior events.

Debate Team
Scores
Victories
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Social Code Given
Thumbs Down By Senate
At a sparsely attended
meeting, the ASUOP Senate
on October 23 refused to ratify
a proposed social code
submitted by Chief Justice
Ken Nichols.
The code, which gave
ASUOP
jurisdiction over
policing UOP students on such
matters as smoking dope,
drinking, gambling, had been
tabled by the Senate before its
budget hearings, pending lull
consideration
of
its
provisions.
Two opposing positions on
the code were taken by
Senators at the meeting. One
group supported adoption ol
the code, arguing that it was a
choice of either letting ASU OP
take over the job ol
enforcement and sentencing
of offenders or letting
Administration officials do the
job.

If ASUOP were to take
over the matter, it was
argued, the Court would have
the option of handing out light
sentences,
whereas UOP
Administration officials have
been
severely
punishing
student offenders, especially
where dope has
been
concerned.
The other group ol
Senators, opposing the Code,
argued on a less pragmatic
plane that they did not feel
that is was their place to
impose Social Code on their
constituents who probably
would not want it. .Kather, if
the administration wanted to
punish drug offenders, it was
the administration's affair.
Due to the defeat of the
Social Code, Senators were
told that if they wanted to have
any kind of a code, it would
have to be up to them to draft
it.

Features Thai

Make An ldeal Girt

What physical features do you
look for in your ideal woman .'

George Hughes, senior,
C.O.P.: "She could be dumb,
deaf, crippled and blind and
still be pretty wild. Actually, if
she was into music and be
lieves in U.F.O.s, I d like to
meet her regardless of her
looks. Really, she rejects
games, and is certainly not
ideal, but she's honest and for
real."

Mike Powell, freshman
C.O.P.: "Brown eyes, blonde
hair, long hair, aveiage
height, and well built. I look
for intelligence, generosity
and kindness. She's got to
, have nice thighs."

Jim Hirschinger, Doctoral
Student, School of Education;
"Unique facial features, first
of all, and naturally a healthy
body. That's general. Someone that has unique facial fea
tures, and not a Miss America
face - that type is boring to me.
She has to look interesting to
me. Much more, the woman
must have an open mind,
ethnocentric. This is the most
important characteristic."

Committee
Focuses'On
Enrollment

A more personal ap
Brent Kikawa, junior, C.O.P.: proach to recruiting was one
"I like legs and a tight ass. I of the goals of this year's
don't really put that much Enrollment Task Force Com
_
emphasis on breasts. Ya, I mittee.
really like legs. Legs really
The committee, which
make a nice body. Oh, I kind of ' was formed last year, is made
up of representatives from the
Randy Smith, Sophomore, like short hair."
administration, the faculty,
C.O.P.: "1 like some big legs.
and the student body. Mike
Wow, medium waist, real
Heer, a junior and vice-presi
nice. She has to have a lot of
dent of ASUOP, and Jeff
hair on her head. 1 would like
Gullo, a senior also active in
her to be aware of things hap
the ASUOP, are the two
pening around her, a girl with
student representatives.
a lot of common sense. That's
Heer was a member of the
about it."
committee last year. He be
came interested in it when he
was an ASUOP senator and
beautiful selection
volunteered for the job.
This year, Heer placed the
emphasis on recruiting trans
Alfred Kelly, junior, C.O.P.:
fer Students and students from
"Nice legs, nice posterior, big
two-year colleges."It seems
breasts. I'd like a nice looking
to be a nation-wide trend to go
person, who is a good con-,
versationalist. I could see an two years to one college then
athletic girl who likes to transfer to another."
Though the committee is
travel. She'd be outgoing and
yet an introvert. She'd like to basically a supporting group
BEYE OPTICAL
go places, but not in a loud for the admissions office, sug
1308 W. ROBINHOOD DRIVE
gestions to improve Pacific
phone 478-6321
manner."
are also discussed. "This way
students expectations will bo
better met and the transfer
rate lowered," said Heer.
"Pacific is a good univer
INDOOR
AND
SHADE
PLANTS
sity. There were a lot of enthu
siastic students who helped us
out," added Heer.

wire

PLANT WORLD

TOBIAS
TROUSERS
by A-l Kotzin — famous for fit since 1919

WE

OFFER

A LARGE

One Pitcher With This Coupon

ASSORTMENT OF QUALITY
PLANTS AT VERY REASON
708 SWAIN RD.
STORE HOURS: MON. - SAT.

TUES-THURS NITES
WITH THE ORDER OF
ONE LARGE PIZZA

AT

DINO 'S

ABLE PRICES.
2112 Pacific, on The Avenue
18 S. Calif., Downtown Underground

FREE BEER

JUSTWEST

OF PACIFIC

10 - 6

7555 Pacific Ave.
Stockton
478-4111
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Buckininister Fuller Has Come
To The End Of His Campaign
Raymond Great Hall was
packed with people waiting to

hear from the legendary
writer, scientist and thinker,
Buckminster
Fuller, last
Tuesday.

the rest of the crowd, was
taking in. So, for nearly two
hours, a crowd of two to three
hundred people sat patiently
listening (or trying to listen)
to the statement made by this
proclaimed intellectual.

Mr. Fuller came to the
podium and began speaking
University of the Pacific
on the topic of "Spaceship was about the three hundred
Earth", or at least that was and sixtieth learning institu
what a good many people were, tion visited by Mr. Buckmin
ster Fuller over the past few
expecting.
After five minutes of in years. And perhaps many of
teresting and humerous intro these schools were not sub
duction, Mr. Buckminster jected to this sort of speech,
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ProP°s'tion

1-California's Big Headache
By DAVE McCAULEY

On Tuesday November 6,
the voters of California will be
asked to decide on one of the
most controversial proposi
tions in its history. The pro
position is Proposition 1; the
effects could be very far
reaching.
Proposition 1 is designed
to restrict the taxing and
spending powers of the state
and to limit the taxing powers
of cities, counties, and other
local governmental agencies.
There would be a ceiling
placed on taxation which
could only be overridden by a
2/3 vote of both houses and the
consent of the oeoole.
Proponents of the mea
sure say Proposition 1 will re
duce the 1974 and subsequent
year s state income tax by 7
1/2%.

It will prevent any state
budget from rising faster than
the cost of li ving, except by the
vote of the people.
It will prevent any further
state urograms, such as those
for improving the environ
ment, aid to education, and

public safety, from ever
havingto be reduced below the
current level of services.
It will impose a ceiling on
property tax rates except as
required by normal growth,
hardship, or a vote of the
people.
Finally, it will provide for
normal growth of all current
state programs, and provide
new money each year for new
programs.
Opponents to the measure
take a 180 degree stand and
argue that the proposition will
mean the deterioration of
public services. They claim
inevitable budget cuts will
come largely from education,
health, and public safety.
They also claim taxes must be
shifted for local government
to pick up the slack the state
has left: and that the poor and
middle class would not be the
beneficiaries of this program,
but thai the wealthy would.
Finally, the enrollment of
private
colleges
and
universities would go down
because of their high tuition

and the number of students
attending them who are on
scholorships.
Proposition 1 has many
pluses and minuses for the
voter. To the businessman and
upper middle class family it is
favorable, to the student and
lower income family it is not.
Though this may be over
simplified, the two viewpoints
are distinct. The final decision
now rests with you , the voter.

The Pacifican is a publication of the
Associated Students, University of
the Pacific and is published weekly
during the academic year. Entered
as second-class matter October 24,
1924 at the Post Office, Stockton,
California, under the Act of March
3. 1897. Subscription $3.00 per year.
Telephone 946-2114. Member
College Press Service and National
Education Advertising Services,
360 Lexington Avenue, New York,
NY 10017. All material copyrighi
The Pacifican 1973. Send form 3579]
to )Lhe Pacifican, University of the
Pacific, 3601 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, Calif. 95204.

"Quality Music Reproductions
.Since 1954

We sell and service the following

Famous Name Brands
ELECTRONICS
Buckminster speaks to an overflow crowd in Raymond Great
Hall.
'
HHl

Bang and Olufsen
Bet*
Harman and Kardon
Marantz

and what was left was about
two hours of nearly inco
herent babbling, presented by
a tired old man.

since there was a time when
Mr. Fuller's mind was sharp
and witty and could have held
a crowd.

Unfortunately, this time
In fact, many people has past. Mr. Buckminster
sensed the same thing shortly Fuller may still be a great
after he started, and left, some thinker but his ability to pre
waited around
hoping for sent his ideas to a large crowd
some type of climax to this has long since left him.
unorganized speech.
There were many who
stayed, either because they
were making sense of Mr.
Fuller's points or because
they were afraid to admit that
they were not able to under
stand something that perhaps
HANCOCK RESEARCH NOTES
120 North 8th Street
Camden, New Jersey 08102
Telephone: (609 ) 365-7857
LOWEST RATES GUARANTEED - COMPARE AND SEE
Duality Research - 24 Hour Mail Orders
Originals by Professional Degreed Researchers
Professionally Typed with Bibliography & Footnotes
— S E N D$1,00foraCompleteListing

'"'•iiiMmTJr

Mcintosh
Nikko
Phase Linear
Sansui
Superscope
Tandberg
Yamaha

LP's

Advent
Bang and Olufsen
Bose
Jensen
Mcintosh
Omoga
StudioCraft

Tapes and

TAPE RECORDERS
AND DECKS

\^Co$$ette^

Bang and Olufsen
BSR McDonald
Dual
PE
Rabco
Thorens

Advont
Revox
Sony
Superscope
Tandberg
Teac

Stereo
Cabinets

/
A TVS, COMPACTS,
/AMTEMNAS\ RADIOS
CARTRIDGES,
Sony
WINEGARD FM

STYUI

Zenith

ADC
Bang and Olufsen
Grado
Ortonfon
Pfanstiehl
Pickering
Shure

ANTENNACRAFT "VIE SERVICE
ALLIANCE EVERYTHING
VHF-UHF-FM

Rotors

WE SELL"

BankAmericard—Master Charge—Bank Financing available

VALUABLE COUPON'

"IN MARENGO CENTER"

FRIES AND LARGE SOFT DRINK

FOR

V

TURNTABLES [BARZILAY

LARGE HAMBURGER
aLL

We carry a
complete
stock of

SPEAKER SYSTEMS

WITH THIS COUPON

790 BIG SYD'S
4?07 PACIFIC
NOV. 14

DAILY
110 to 6

Next door to the new

UNITED SPORTING GOODS STORE

6130 Pacific Ave.

477-0082

THURS.
NITES
'TIL 9
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Art or Pornography?

•1 found the 1ilm to be offensive," commented Municipal
Court Judge William Giffen alter viewing the X-rated lilm.
• Behind the Green Door '. But theadultsol Stockton were not
allowed to judge lor themselves whether'"Green Door was
pornographic or artistic. Alter a weeks run, it was
confiscated by the Stockton Police Department.
Despite Giffen's opinion, Bijou owner, Bob Carson, re
ported that there were few walkouts at Green Door.
attendance, in fact, was larger than the tamily musical,
1»

'

Ironically, the objectionable film was replaced with
"Deliverance" and "Straw Dogs"- t w o very graphic, yiolen
films. Apparently, killing you neighbor is acceptable, but
screwing your neighbor is not.
,. v
„i
"Green Door'.'like other "pornographic lilms. isX-iaiui.
which means that those under eighteen a re not admitted. Bu
turn on your television any evening and 111 prime time people
will maim and murder one another. Pick your victim - will
be an escaped criminal, a savage Indian, or a cruel Nazi gene
ral? In any case plenty ol blood in "living color will How.
This is good, wholesome entertainment
Walk into a movie I heat re and watch as two people ma e
love. Giving and receiving pleasure is "pornography. Astne
late Lennie Bruce commented. "II the titty is bloodied and
maimed, it s clean. But il the titty is pretty. H s liltliy.
Don 1 adults have the right to decide lor themselves
whether a lilm is "liltliy" or "ol tensive"? Perhaps we need a
constitutional amendment guaranteeing Ireedom o
'
i marvel that IheSlwkton P o l i c e Department cannot lind
any worse criminals than mat lire adults who waul to watch an
X-rated lilm. W illi the number ol violent crimes hiereasing.
isn t it preferable lor a man to loitdlc a warm woman rather
than a warm gun?

KIJJSN HWKU,

Guest Editorial

The Element of Tragedy

Tap! The gavel sounds out a small unnoticable click as
chairman Mike Heer, tries to call the meeting to order.
Finance Director, "Daddy Dan" Nutley, strikes his beard in
solemn contemplation as Senator Mel Panizza dreams wild
fantasies of parliamentary procedure. Yes indeed, the
Senate Budget Hearings are about to begin. Listening to these
hearings becomes an unlorgetuble comedy album, played at
slow speed.
Enough "straight men" exist in this yearly production to
maintain the dramatic effect, but as usual, this year's
comedians stole the show. Art Smoke, a veteran, turned in his
usually hilarious performance ol abstaining on all the votes,
but newcomer Mark Rogo did very well in his emotional
speeches where he proved an uncanny ability to talk lor hours
but say nothing. Another fine performance came from Don
Lukacik, as he expertly make a late entrance with a bottle ol
bourbon on hand and proceeded to vote "no on everything.
The performance peaked into a side-spliting conclusion.
The Woman's Union discussion erupted into an uproariously
funny piece as Rogo and Lukicik teamed up to portray a
couple of male chauvanists, and following their perfor
mance, Carlos Mazal stole the show. Mazal, who had shown a
convincingly dramatic role throughout the night, put forth a
side-busting proposal to allocate money for Senate refresh
ments. In all fairness though, my award would have to go to
Sue Harlan, who made an outrageously funny imitation of an
A.S.U.O.P. president.
In all great comedies, there is an element of tragedy, and
in this case, it was the final budget. 1 have a suggestion,
though, for next year's performance: sell tickets to the
meeting, and obtain a recording contract. A.S.U.O.P. would
get rich! Keep up the good acting, A.S.U.O.P.
Name witheld upon request
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letters
Talent is.

Which leads us to the Myth
of Mescaline. Beware ol a Dear Editor,
green powder that claims to be
We, the Black Student
the little devil. "Mescalito". Union of the University of the
Turns out to be LSD and pro Pacific, once again, are con
caine and the green powder is fronted by the
attempted
probably pool cue chalk.
passified racism here at the
About the only pure drug on University. The racist attack
the street these days is PCP. in question is the article in the
This is commonly mixed with last issue of the Pacifican. "A
grass or parsely and sold as Job Well Done". We feel that
"angels dust". This drug is the person (s) who made the
used as an animal tran blatant
accusation should
quilizer and is much too toxic come forth and show just
for human
consumption. cause for their statements.
While the dose needed to "get Just the same, we would like to
you off" keeps increasing, the commend
this "former
lethal dose stays pretty much member of the Pep Squad'",
the same. Sould you reach the for finally revealing the bigot
crossroads, your trip may be a ed attitude of this campus.
one-way ride to the hospital.
Now that things are out in
Unless you have an anxious the open, we no longer have to
hippotomous, tsteer clear ol
camouflage our true feelings.
this stuff.
It is apparent that we havenot
Stay well and get natural.
been given the due recog
nition as representatives ot
John K. Brown, Ph.d
this institution. However, you
John A. Byrne
must acknowledge the fact
Gary Stutheit
that Black students, as a body,
Mike DeHarl
are an asset and an eco
nomical necessity to this
University.
Evidently, our definition
of talent does not coincide with
the white definition ol
talent.We understand that
whites are used to the "stan
dardized high kicks of song
Coaching to the Coaches
leading, and that the soulful
are playing lor losing teams.
Dear Editor,
manner in which our Black
The game plan lor San
I'd like to respond to
songleaders express them
State
worked
Monte Wilson's letter in the Diego
selves is above and beyond the
Pacifican of Oct. 26. Mr. beautifully. UOP controlled
grasp of some of their minds.
Wilson, you remember, is the the ball and ran them up and
We dare you to give the
person who felt that UOP's down the field. We had more ol
songleaders equal time on the
statistically,
loss to San Diego State 13-10 everything
main platform, in order to ex
was inexcusable. He felt that except points and passing
pose this campus to their
Coach Caddas should play an yards. Mr. Wilson considers
natural ability to express
"open" game and that the lack that gaining 239 yards rushing
rhythm, spirit, attitudes,
of this play caused the Tiger's is "sputtering ".
mannerism, facial expres
I can't believe a man who
downfall.
sions and the Black essenceo
places emphasis on winning
talent.
It's not too hard to tell would really rap a coach who
We are wondering whe
where Mr. Wilson is coming is in the process of notching
will UOP cease hiding the
from. He's the guy who two back-to-back winning
songleaders behind a politics
watches the pros pass their seasons and ask him to return
shroud, which enables them 0
way to glory on Sunday to a style of play which netted
make such bigoted accuse
afternoon and thinks that that the Tigers a 3-8 record in 1971.
tions. In closing, we feel tha
Leave the coaching to the
is the only way to play football.
UOP realizes that Black song
He's probably the type ol guy coaches Monte, OK?
leaders exist- but doesJjS
who talks all night about Steve
appreciate their existance.
Towne's 50-yard pass play. He Bob Crawford
The Black Student. UnM
forgets that Tdwne ran for 45yards himself and ran the
Reject Prop. 1
'Veer" offense beautifully as
California State scholarship^
the Tigers ate up 372 rushing
yards against Santa Clara, To the Editor of the Pacifican: This would cause a tuition hi
I think the A.S.'U.O.P. at U.O.P. If the students o»
and won 44-6.
Senate
should be commended
Mr. Wilson need only look
this campus will follow 1
on
their
opposition to Rea- lead of their senators, hop
at the game results in any
u.usu teams
teains gan's lfx Pr°POsal. As Chair- fully, we can fail this uiiue
L„cL most
paper to see that
who "open it up" end up on the ^an
U.O.P. Students sirable proposition on Novel"1
bottom of the pile. Miami, LA, ?^ains^ Proposition One, 1 ber 6.
,
Minnesota, all run the ball find this to be an especially re
Sincere?),
well. Look at the top passers in sponsive act. Several studies
MitcheWimf'
1 o p c»- * r,c
the weekly NCAA stats and have shown that proposition 1
Chairnv
you .will,find that 15.ol,thenv may cause cutbacks

Dear Editor:
This letter comes to you
courtesy of the UOP Street
Drug Identification Program
here at the School of Phar
macy. We midnight chemists
have been busy at work anal
yzing drug samples sent to us
by various agencies on the
West Coast to let you know
what may be in those sundry
pills and potions.
A recent heroin sample
from Modesto turned out to be
APC (aspirin, phenacetin and
Caffeine). A new blotter acid
is out and kicking. Looks like a
cigarette paper with a brown
border and seems to be
causing many bummers in the
Bay Area: pure LSD and a
very high dose at that. I01
those of you who believe the
nose knows, our Cocaine sam
ples have been laced with pro
caine and more recently, as
pirin. Aspirin can dissolve
your mucous membrane and
give you a righteous bloody
nose. For those of you who
would like to jam and find
Coke expensive, beware. The
ol' familiar "while cross
minnie bennie" has been
turning out to be caffeine.
Before you score, ask your
self if you can afford $1.25 for a
cup of coffee

vember
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*Love' Witnesses
UOP Changes

Hems ranging from organic shampoo to interesting jams are available at Fat City.
Students Tom Shala and Kitty Karpeles play a fun game of pin ball at Fat City.

1

FAT CITY On Campus Now!
A selected preview of the
menu list includes raw milk,
organic carrot cosmetics,
assorted baked breads, home
made pastries, and other
special delicasies.
The general store is
This special attraction in
cludes a dining area and rec stocked with fresh dairy pro
reation room with free pool ducts, natural cosmetics,
biodegradable
tables, pinball machines, a shampoo,
general store, freshly baked soap, and books on organic
Products, wholesome grocery foods. The Annex will be open
supplies and a relaxing at Monday-Friday from 11 a.m.mosphere tor everyone.
midnight and will be aimed^^

Whether it be organic
foods to feed your appetite, or
if it is pinball or pool you want
toplay, "Fat City Annex" has
the answer.

St€t€lfl£4t£ i Liquors

jj

UQUOft - WINE - DBJCATESSEN

i

party

Supplies - Groceries Keg Beer • Free Delivery

|

' 'HONE 476-3275

SJ'KCIAL DISCOUNT KOK

125 I. JAMtSTOWM
STOCKTON, CAUT.

L
p'eiiiBiieiiitBisaiiaiai**"
'

•—.

SOROK1TY fc KKATKKNITY
FUNCTIONS.

477-4465

- °reN TyyRSOAY TILL 8 PM

BOOKJWJFT

FCR BOOKlOVERS
Come join us at our extraordinary
50% OFF

giant paperback book sale.
Outstanding current and back list
titles from many leading publishers.

This is a sale Booklovers can't afford to miss.

1000 quality paperbacks

I

e tfiicsle CsafsrJsrtO
1ST*.

For application and further
information, phone toll free,

m

I
I

(800) 645-1234

$20,000 worth of Gift and Art books - up to 80% off
^'
Starting Nov. 5th.

I
m

UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
903 West Stadium Drive
CALIFOKNI* 95204

Sat TILL 5

STOCKTON,

NORTH STORE NEXT TO WLESS^ ^J

- "

And that's just the beginning.
Since the language barrier constitutes
the preponderate difficulty in succeed
ing at a foreign school, the Euromed
program also includes an intensive
12 week medical and conversational
language course, mandatory for all
students. Five hours daily, the course
is given in the country where the stu
dent will attend medical school.

Senior or graduate students currently
enrolled in an American university are
eligible to participate in the Euromed
program.

m

m

For the session starting Fall, 1974,
the European Medical Students
Placement Service, Inc. will assist
qualified American students in
gaining admission to recognized
overseas medical schools.

In addition, the European Medical
Students Placement Service provides
students with a 12 week intensive
cultural orientation course, with Amer
ican students now studying medicine
in that particular country serving as
counselors.

I

m

e Downtown—Z4S I

1*• elfFars a* •*».« •• l"• •M-""

EiriMel
nw ifier IX via
overseas iralRiig

••• I

NtW PORTASLI TYFIWRITIRS
NIW ILICTRIC ADOINO MACHINIS
HINT—TO OWN
| WO per month — all rent applied on purchase.
Keep until paid for or return any time.
No tricks — No gimmicks —No Interest.

••

MED
SCHOOL
MM
PROBLEMS?

j
i

1"1"

J

providing a "get-away tor
students in need of a study
break or even a break from
television.

By SHANNON HOOD
Hundreds of University of
Mrs. Moore has witnessed
the Pacific students re physical changes in the
member Mrs. Edith Moore as campus also. "We used to play
their "Mom" during their football where thequads stand
college years, and she recalls now, and the library was in the
the days when she knew near building now occupied by the
ly every student on campus School of Engineering. Of
course, there was no Covell
personally.
As the Head Resident with Hall or Burns Tower."
She remembers that when
the longest history at U.O.P.,
Mrs. Moore celebrated her there were only six or seven
24th annviersary as Omega
Phi
Alpha's
fraternity
housemother on October 15.
In thoughtful and honest,
Southern-influenced words,
Mrs. Moore described the
•0
sr
changes at U.O.P. since 1949.
§
"At that time, there was
Or
*< ,
no smoking allowed on the
05
i
streets or in the main
6
o
buildings. A student could only
E
-a
smoke in his room," she
€
began.
2.
Mrs. Moore recalls that
several chaperones were
Mrs. Edith Porter Motore
required for all fraternity
parties, and no alcohol was
allowed on campus. She hundred students, she knew
realistically added, "I like it nearly everyone on campus
better now, because I'd rather personally. Her nickname was
have them drink in the house "Mom" at that time, but since
than at a bar and then drive then, the students have
started calling her "Love."
afterward."
Most of the changes have
She explained that girls
been
acceptable to Mrs.
could visit the Omega Phi
Alpha living room and dining
area on Friday and Saturday 'LOVE' see pg. 12
nights until midnight and on
Sunday evenings until 10 p.m.
Mrs. Moore noted that the
girls, at that time, were not
required to be back in the
dormatories until 1 a.m.
Friday and Saturdays nights.
"The visiting hours left the
kids with only two choices,"
she recalls, "Going to a bar for
an hour, or sitting in some car
necking."
The visiting hours were
soon changed by the deans to
let girls stay until 12:45 a.m.
on Friday and Saturday and
until 10:45 p.m. on Sunday.
Four years ago, girls were
allowed upstairs in the men s
residences.

• m

>»'

or write,
EUROPEAN MEDICAL
Studants Ptacaaaat Sanrica, lac.
170 0M Cauatry Mad
Mineola, N.Y. 11501

m3
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Administration

Health Center Controversy
The Students Speak

r

"Far From Perfect"
By ANITA DOW

A Letter Home

"I
I

"We are doing absolutely
Dear Mom and Dad,
everything that can be done to
Wow! Guess where I obtain the best medical
What do you think of the Health Center?
am.
I'm in the health director," Dean of Students
center at school. It's this Judy Chambers sa.d in a
Jeanne McGrory,
Schweb Khan, COP, freshman Initty place where they
recent
interview.
The
COP,freshman
"I went there lor some Ibring you food on a tray and | important part ol Dean
"Inefficient. My doctor tests and all I got was advice
everything.
j Chambers statement is the
gave me a nhysical and I went
on where to go. The health
desire of the Administration to
When
I
came
in,
it
was
to the lab for tests. I sent all
center should be a totality. 1 just like Baskin-Robbins.
find
the best medical director.
the forms to the health center
wanted to get things done
They choose from 31 house
in the same envelope. When 1
LOW SALARY
there, not referred to some
went to the health center, 1
diseases. The disease of
place oil campus."
Dean Chambers revealed
was told they didn't have my
Ithe week was plague so
that part of the difficulty in
lab report with my file- they Kuss Hose, COP, sophmore
they gave it to me. My
attracting a medical director
probably lost it."
room partner is really
is the low salary, compared to
lucky. She got here last I private practice earnings.1 he
Kuss Rose, COP, sophmore
Leslie Jensen, COP, freshman
"At least they got rid ol weekend and got to get salary for medical director is
"They
have
good
that quack. We can't expect a malaria. It's off the list being advertised at $25,000 to
magazines and 1 liked the
top-flight doctor right away. now. It was replaced by $30,000. This* is about hall of
music. The sola is very
Its loo bad we can't get
the annual wages for a doctor
comfortable."
service, but 1 think they are ,ricketts.
I have to go now. The in private practice.
trying the best they'Can. It s
The need for a director
Bruce Colten, COP, sophmore
hard to find someone else to Idoctor has only one visit a|
that will be reponsive to
"I think they are out to get
week.
We
have
to
line
up
|
rid of some of the nurses; they come."
downstairs.
It's harder student needs and desires
don't even know how to give
onsome who can't get out of further complicates matters.
Chris Qucsenberry,
allergy shots. 1 could do a
Several applicants have been
pharmacy student
bed, though. Oh, well they
better job. There is a certain
rejected because of their age
"It's the shits. 1 went in can see him when they feel
mixture for allergy shots. Last
and/or background. "A doctor
there for my leg and they told Ibetter, I guess.
time 1 was in there, 1 had to tell
that's been employed lor two
me it wasn't broken. 1 had to
the nurse how to do it. Then
|
Love, j years is hardly desireable as a
go to St. Joseph's Hospital to
there was an air bubble in it.
Mary Janej medical director," said Dean
get a cast. They need a lullShe nearly shot me with it. 1
P.S.
The
girl
next door, Chambers.
don't see it,' she said alter 1 lime physician."
came in on sale day and
RECRUITING
pointed it out to her. She took it
Cathy McLaughlin, COP, they were out of peritonitusl
out, but it could have caused
The position of medical
sophmore
pills, so they gave her sinusl
serious problems."
"1 went in lor a chest X- |pills instead. I won't bel director has been filed with
ray and the nurse told me to |home next week because. the National Health Search
Nancy Perrin, COP, freshman
Committee. Dean Chambers
"1 was satisfied. All 1 take off my shoes. 1 explained I'm going to her funeral.
will be attending a national
again
that
it
was
my
chest
not
needed was some cough
my feet that needed an X-ray
medicine. The nurse gave it to
of. Then she thought 1 had hurt
me."
my back...The nurses are just
nags. You go in there to visit
f"i someone and they throw you
out. They ask insipid questions
and give you stupid lorms to
fill out. If you go in lor a cold
they'll give you something lor
LIQUORS
tired feet, if that's the malady
of the month.'
WINES

iBourbon Street!
Liquors
MIXES
KEG BEER

ICE
{3826 WEST LANE
K

Bill Maclnnes, Raymond,
senior
"1 went in there because 1
wasn't feeling well. The nurse
STUDENTS see pg. 7

Quaint and Charming
Pure Nostalgia
DECORATED IN RARE

Cowell Health Center nurse aids an injured student.

Y00R CHRISTMAS

health services convention
Los Angeles the first of Dec.
ember,
in an ellort to
interview possible canidates.
The
job of
medical
director is not an easy one.
On an average day the doctor
in attendance
will see 35
students. During outbreaks,
such as the flu season, the
average may jump to as many
as 70 students per day. The
doctor in charge of the health
center is on call 24 hours a day,
seven days a week.
WAIT
Concerning the present
situation at the health center,
Dean Chambers believes "the
staff is doing one hell of a job,
as far as taking care of student
health needs. In most
emergencies, there is rarely
more than a two day wait lor
doctor care. In an extreme
emergency, the student issent
to a local hospital.
When a medical director
is obtained, the present
screening system will be re
tained. Dean Chambers
expfained that such a screen
ing process is in effect at
Stanford's student health
center. The screening process
is also a standard part ot
health services at centers
such as Kaiser.
The hiring of medical
director would also allow the
university to institute its
program of nurse-practition
er training. This would help
relieve some of the doctors
workload.
VISION
Dean Chambers envisions
a student-oriented health
center, when a new medical
director is hired. Ideally, the
director would become
integral part of the university
community, meeting with
students in their living groups
and informing the students ol
the services provided by the
health center.
Dean Chambers is the
first to admit the present
health center situation is "lar
from perfect". She does feelhowever, when the rig"
medical director is hired, the
health center will become
more responsive to studen
needs and desires, more R
than in the past.

PACKAGE

MEXIto

•isr

Deq 29-Jan 21

United

Round Trip ,
—
~
From ASU0P Travel Service mon-Fri 12-2
UOP Students .Faculty & Staff a & immed. family ONLY

November 2,

1973
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advised me to get plenty ot
rest, drink lots ot liquids, and
she would, 'hope and pray tor
me.' "
Pattie Levinson, Raymond,
treshman
"I went in with a virus and
was told I wouldn't be able to
see a doctor tor four or five
weeks.Ithen called my doctor
at home (Delaware) "and he
called a prescription to a
pharmacy in Stockton. So
what is the $37.50 health lee
for it we have to use our own
doctors? Its really a shame
that a building with such
potential should be so
unuseful."

Credential
Candidates
Deadline
Education students who
are planning to complete their
partial credentials by Sept.
14,1974, under the Fisher Act
and want to be protected un
der its "lock list," must sub
mit their names to the Schoolof Education no later than
Dec. 1,1973.
The overlap of the old
Fisher Act and the new Ryan
Act has created a most con
fusing year for teacher edu
cation, said Dr. William Ba
con of the School of Edu
cation.
The Ryan Act of 19/0
greatly
changes
teacher
credentialing requirements.
However, students who were
juniors by July 1,1972 can still
complete their partial cre
dential requirements under
the old Fisher Act. Any stu
dent who is planning to com
plete his credential under the
Fisher Act is urged to put his
name on its "lock list" in order
to protect his standing.
Any education student who
does not know under which act
he will complete his cre
dential should contact the
School
of
Education,

Tina
Jonas,
Raymond,
freshman
"I can't believe that they
don't have any doctors or
nurses capable enough to
pierce ears."

r.

ART SUPPLIES
GIFTS
RARTY SUPPLIES
ee

Delivery and Gift Wrap

Bj*H)AL

REGISTRY

3220 Pacific Avenue

op *hone 466-7031
*-N MONDAY EVENINGS

All students interested
in becoming a senator for
the Associated Students of
th£ University of the
Pacific
should pick-up
petitions in the ASUOP
office immediately, accord
ing to Senator MarK Rogo.
Any
student
can
become a member ot the
Senate by obtaining 100
valid
signatures
from
ASUOP cardholders.
Completed
forms
should be returned as soon
as possible. Contact Mark
at the ASUOP office or 4782868 tor further inl'ormation and inquiries.

Fellowships
For:

In the fields of:

Benefits include:

Educational stipend,
Masters, Electrical,
dependent allowance,
Engineer Aerospace and
all academic expenses,
and
Mechanical
professional salary,
Doctoral Engineering,
Degrees Computer Science, employee benefits and
travel allowance. Value of
Physics and
these ranges from
Mathematics
approximately $8,500
to $13,000 annually.
Be one of the more than a hundred students
to win this outstanding opportunity You w.M
study at a nearby prominent umversdythrough
the Hughes Fellowship Program. Work-study
and a limited number of full-study Plan®
offered. You also will gain professional expe
rience with full time summer assignments m
Hughes research and development laborato
ries. You may take advantage of a variety of
technical assignments through the Engineering
Rotation Program.

cTfadfo/s-

Pam Meridon, Raymond,
graduate
"To get a teaching
credential you have to have a
physical. It takes live
minutes. Because 1 couldn't
get an appointment tor a
month and a half-1was put on
probation."

Requirements; B.S. degree for M«t«
ships. M.S. degree for Engineer
Fellowships; U.S. citizenship; gradepoint
average of 3.0 or better out of a possible 4.0;
selection by Hughes Fellowship Committee.

Hughes Aircraft Company, Scientific Education ^ce,
World Way P.O. Box 90515, Los Angeles, Calif. 90009
Please send me information about Hughes Fellowships.
Name (printed):.
Address .Zip.
-State.
City.
am interested in obtaining: • Masters • Engineer • Doctoral

fellowship in the field of

—

I have (or expect) a Bachelor's degree in.
byfrom .

(Mo., Yr.)
(Institution)

Hughes is substantially increasingthenumber
of fellowship awards leading to the
g

GPA is.

Engineer.

Also have (or expect) Master's degree in.

For additional informatior"..complete, and air
mail form to: Hughes Ai rcraft Company

by-

Scientific Education
O f f i c e , P.O. B o x
90515, Los Angeles,
California 90009.

j
. HUGHES

from.
GPA is -

H55SES ^RCRAFT COMPANY

An equal opportunity employer-M & F

(Field)'

out of possible .
(Field)

(Mo.. Yr.)
(Institution)
-out of possible.
U.S. CITIZENSHIP IS REQUIRED
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PBS

U~3

Table Tennis
Intramura s
ament, originally Pla"n®d

Football
UOP vs. Los Angeles State U. Pacific Memorial Stadium.
Sat., Nov. 3, 1:30 p.m. KJOY 1280 John Rasbach and Rick
Kavooras call the action.
Water Polo
UOP vs. LA State, at Los Angeles U., Fri.,Nov.2, 1 pm.
UOP vs. Cal Poly Pomona at Pomona, Fri., Nov. 2, 7 p.m.
UOP vs. San Diego State at San DiegoStateU.,Sat., Nov. 3,11
a.m.
UOP vs. U of Arizona at San Diego, Nov. 3, 11 a.m.
Soccer
UOP vs. Canada College at Redwood City, Tues., Nov. 6, 3
p.m.

Soccer Isn't Dead Yet!
U.O.P.'s game with
U.S.F. didn't prove to be such
a disaster alter all even
though the score was 6-0 in
favor of U.S.F.
According to Coach Santomier the Tigers played a
pretty good game. "We made
some really good attacks and
we also sustained a few" said
Santomier. At l^alf time the
score was 3-0 and goals were
scored on penalty kicks from

r
I
I

WEST LANE
LIQUOR
Cerveza

Vino

Toda Clase de Licores
Domingo a Jubves 7:00 a.m. a
12:30 a.m.
Viernes y Sabados 7:00 a.m. a
I 2:00 a.m.

U.O.P. During the second half
U.S.F. made their big attack
scoring the other three goals.
The Tigers gained another victory from the Fres
no-Pacific game on October
23, 2-0. The goals were scored
by U.O.P.'s star scorer, A1
•luarea.
The next Tiger soccer
game will be Tuesday Nov. 6,
with Canada College in Red
wood City.
TKQUIUA SUNSET
l' z o/,s. dc tequila ^
'.z 6/.. dc jugo dc Union
tuza dc hiclojriciidc
Vi 07.. dc grunudiiui
• roduja dc Union
Pongase el tequila, jugo de Union, granadina •
y hielo en la licuadora. Mezelesc a baja •
vclocidad dc 10 - 15segundos.Serviren vasos I
old-fashioned que
uc han sido enfriados
cnlriados preureviamcnlc. Agregar el hielo picado o en cubes
para llenar los vasos. Adorncse con una
rodaja de Union.

J^QRBy

#

t

today, has been moved to nex
Monday, November 5, so what
as many contestants as p
sible can enter belore the
tournament begins on TuesOne of the larger intra
mural events, according to In
tramural Director Rick Ol
son, the table tennis tour
nament attracted more than
40 people last year.
"There should be a lot oi
people this year," Olson said,
naming Art McCartney who
organized this year s tour
nament for a large part and
Canice Chen as the two falorites to take the A League
this year.
The competition will be
divided into A and B leagues
according to the relative skill
of the players. Winners in both
divisions will be given trophies.
"Most of the people who 11
be playing will be coming
from the quads, and they're all
very good, said Olson
"Unfortunately,
all
great players' aren't what we
want. After all, intramurals
are just for lun,' Olson com
mented, encouraging as many
people as possible to sign up in
the intramural office for the
tournament.
In other intramural
events, three girls advanced
to the women's tennis tour
nament semi-finals. They are
Leslie Hickox, Kim Stoddard,
and Sue "The Boomer" Shear
er.
Meanwhile in intramural
football, the Cyclamates of
Phi Delta Chi tied the favored
Kappa Psi team, 18-18, in front
of a large turn out for intra
murals of 75 people.
In the fiercely fought
game, Kappa Psi jumped to an
18-0 lead, only to fall victim of
the tremendous comeback ol
the Cyclamates, The team
scored three touchdowns in
the last quarter-and-a-hali to
tie the game up.

ddY

The Screwtape Letters
by C.S. Lewis .95
The New Testament
Documents:
Are They Reliable?
by F.F. Bruce 1.50

•this cotton and polyester quilt robe and she'll
sleep warm and cozy in the matching gown. Tiny
clusters of blue roses with panels of crocheted
lace make this set one of the loveliest of the
season. Robe 128, gown fl6. Sizes 7 to 13.

2919 Pacific Aye.

Phone: 466-9697

looks on.

Bengals Batter Broncoj

.vnint
c 17-6.
17-K
points,
It was a long Saturday
The second half was all
afternoon for the visiting
"Orange and Black", as fe
Santa
Clara University
Pacific Tigers proceeded ti
Broncos.
literally run over the p ride oi
The overpowering Tigers
the Santa Clara defensive
scratched up their 4th victory,
unit, gaining a game total ol
boosting their overall record
372 yards on the ground and
to 4-2-1 with a 44-6 noncompleipenting the rushing
conlerence win over their
with *107-yard ariel attack lei
outmanned rivals, the Santa
by
starting
quarterback
Clara University Broncos,
Carlos Brown, and reserve
before a homecoming crowd
quarterback, Steve Towne.
of 13,562.
Tiger speedster, Willard
A shakey first halt lor the •Harrell, sparkled on the
Tigers was not an indication ol
backfield as he treated tin
the outcome ol the game, Pacific homecomers to a 11
despite five Tiger fumbles,
yard performance carrying
three of which were claimed
the
ball
23 times
by the clinch of alert Bronco contributing 3 • touchdowns
hands. Santa Clara capital The Tigers' other touchdowns
ized on one of the tumbles,
tallied
by reserri
were
turning it into a Bronco
fullback, Dale Williams,
touchdown which was to mark
by Mike Mangurm
the only time the Broncos
Williams scampered 2!
would cross paydirt all dav.
yards for his first college
Pacific field goal kicker,
touchdown, but was unabletn
John Rodriquez, rescued the
recall any of the game be
offensive unit with a 32-yard
cause he was knocked sense
field goal in the middle ol the
less the play before his score
first quarter to giye the Tigers
Mangrum scored on al
a 3-0 margin, but the Broncos
yard sprint following a lilt)
bounced back to score on the
yard pass play which sa»
first play of the second quarter
Steve Towne hit Butch Drake
A BRIEF BIBLIOGRAPHY
to take 6-3 edge. As hall-time
on the San Clara seven-yard
FOR YOUNG ATHEISTS
grew closer it appeared as
line.
or
though the Tigers would leave
"dangerous Christian
the field on the down side, but
books I've read"
the Tigers refused to concede
All students interested
the half-tirhe lead to the in participating in mens
Basic Christianity
Broncos and fought back to and women's volleyball
score 14 points within a period teams for UOP should at
by J.R.W. Stott 1.50
of 56 seconds and walked oil tend an organized meeting
Mere Christianity
the field with heads high,
at 8 p.m. Wednesday.
by C.S. Lewis 1.45
momentum building and a November 7, in the Gymfairly comfortable lead ol 11
Who Moved The Stone
by Frank Morison 1.95

around the house in
>i Shell look her prettiett
pr

Butch Drake looks for pass as teammate,Jackie Diggs (9),

Escape From Reason
By Francis A. Schaeffer
L .6U

RENT A CAR
Rent our weekend special Pinto or Maverick. From
noon Fri. to noon Mon. for just $14.50 (addit. $2 f°r
Mustang), plus 200 free miles and only 8 cent? per
mile thereafter.
call John 466-5211; ext. 331

surprised By Joy
by C.S. Lewis 2.25
FAMILY BOOK STORE
Wehp^»wn

EAGAL FORD SALES
' E MINER AVE

RENT-A-CAR

ember
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Poloists
Optimistic
About
the bull pen Upcoming 4-Gume Series
S H-I-T- squeezes past F-A's. Home Grown weeded out
Ardvaarks disband.' The casual reader of the
ol P 'can mightjustiliably be shocked to read such atrocious
HUnes. But first appearances don't always hold true.
^ lhe headlines-are really portraying is the outcome of
us intramural sports developments.
variL instance, the reality behind the name S.H.I.T. is
r
, Han intramural Team, just as the F-A's stands for
SoU.
Athletes. It's really very simple if you have a per
ked mind and a sense ol humor.
I n t r a m u r a l s are "tough stull
around the UOP
nunity- The sports oiler an excellent form of recreation
t0^
t xercise without full-time devotion and ability demanded
nhe Varsity sports. The competitive spirits of the partieits is usually kept under control and in good taste even
though the seriousness remains on a high level.
This year's program, which consists of sports from flag
tball to chess, are under the direction of Hick Olsen and
Nfke Walsh. These two are responsible for co-ordinating all
'gets of the program. 11 the llag lootball program is any
indication ol what's to come in intramurals, we may expect a
well organized means ol recreation.
Student interest is usually very encouraging. Twentyseven teams are currently competing in the Hag-football
competition, with very lew games cancelled for a lack of
players.
Fraternities and living groups comprise the
conglomerate of the teams this year. Although many exvarsity players fill the rosters ol some ol the teams. SAE has
drafted such players as ex-tackle, Ed Huston, ex-guard Tim
Farley, a'-'l ex-end, Jim Sutton. "It Don; t Matter To Me", an
independent team, has employed the service of Gary Perry,
Dan Rome®, and Brad Napier, all of whom have played
varsity ball for the Tigers.
Top teams this year include SAE, It Don t Matter To Me,
Phi Tau A's, and Phi Delta Chi. But the outcome of the
divisional playoffs could go to any ol the above teams. Play
offs start next week, at which time six teams will be vying for
the championship.
All in all, the brand of lootball is very impressive as well
as enjoyable. Whether your game is basketball orping pong,
golf or badminton, the intramural department has a sport for
you. The objective is fun through exercise and competition.
Intramurals have been successful on both counts concerning
this writer, as well as numerous other students. After all,
where else can you make up those creative names without
being ruled offensive by D courts?
gy Gene Samuelson

The Tiger water polo tpam
will be busy this weekend,
playing four games today and
tomorrow.
UOP plays on the road
against Los Angeles State and
Cal Poly Pomona today and
against San Diego State and
the University of Arizona in
San Diego tomorrow.
In a practice game this
season, Pomona beat Pacific
by a score of 7-5. But, as coach
Connor Sutton commented,
"The breaks went against us
that day." Sutton's prediction
for the outcome of all four
games is that all are "tossups."
The team's record going
into this week was 1-2 in the
league play and 3-3 overall.
The two league losses were
against the two top teams in

the PCAA, San Jose State and
U.C. Santa Barbara.
The Tigers picked up their
first league win against
winless Fresno State last
Friday by a 7-4 margin. At
half-time the score.was only 22, but freshman, Craig
Schwarz, scored a total of four
goals to lead the team in the
game.
"We
had
some
momentum going against
Santa Barbara," said Sutton,
"but we made bad passes and
were outhustled for the ball."
Santa Barbara jumped to an
early 4-0 lead, but Pacific
came within one point of the
Gauchos a number of times.
However, Santa Barbara
pulled ahead before the third
quarter and won by an 11-6
score in the end.
The Tigers lost 12-10 in

overtime to Stanford on
Ocotber 23. "The Stanford
bench strength made the final
difference,"
commented
Sutton. Again, Craig Schwartz
came through with an
"outstanding
game",
in
Sutton's words, scoring five
goals.
Going into this week,
Schwartz was the scoring
leader overall, with a total of
30 goals. Second was senior
Randy Snider, with 26 tallies.
The team played U.C.
Berkeley last Tuesday, the
number one water polo team
in the nation. In the previous
action this year, Pacific lost
13-1 to Cal. »
"We played a good first
half against Cal," Sutton said.
"They stand out on defense.
You can hardly pass against
them."

Pigskin Prophet

The Tiger's next home
game will be this Tuesday
By REPLAY
against Chico State, whom the
team has beaten by scores of
Seasonal Record: 78-19-5 Pet. Oakland 37 - N.Y. Giants 9
12-3 and 15-5 previously this
Stabler's finally got the year.
.795
Raiders moving and they'll be
"Judging on the previous
Big Games
so glad to be home that they two games, we should win,"
Pacific 37 - L.A. State 20
The Tigers really got their should roll over the Giants.
said Sutton of the Chico game.
"But anything could happen."
offense going last week and Rams 30 - Falcons 13
The Rams always beat the
should continue to do so past
the Diablos. Look for another Falcons when they were medi
ocre, so a great Ram team
big day for Harrell.
San Diego St. 40 - San Jose St. should destroy the Falcons.

RESEARCH
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Other Games
UCLA over Wasington by 14
Ohio State over Illinois by 15
Oklahoma over Iowa State by

Even though it would be
nice, I don't think the Spar
tans can best the Aztecs. San
Diego looks like it's on its way
to another championship,
use 45 - California 7
S.C. is not going to lie
down after last week's
embarrassing loss to Notre
Dame. The Bears are in for big
trouble.
Detroit 33 - 49ers 17
Nolan and his staff will
probably go into retirement
along with John Brodie next
year. The Niners are really
bad this year and should be an
easy mark for the improving
Lions.

21

Stanford over Oregon State by
14
Colorado over Nebraska by 1
Michigan over Indiana by 7
Colts over Oiiers by 4
Bills over Saints by 10
Dolphins over Jets by 12
Eagles over Patriots by 4
Cowboys over Benjals by 3
Vikings over Browns by 4
Redskins over Steelers by 2
Chiefs over Chargers by 10
Broncos over Cardinals by 4
Bears over Packers by 1

Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page

Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(2131477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material Is sold for
research assistance only.

LOWER THAN
EVER!
SPORTSMAN

*14? K«

UOP:

Rythecoop

with PSA.

Steve Towne (1) runs the option as Don Padilla(35)- runs
interference.

f||ine^micniiies

the unofficial
MANUAL TYEPWRITERS

Student Special
3 months for $15.00

-

a

,

state
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2021 PACIFIC AVENUE
STOCKTON. CALIF. 95204

PHONE 464-0241
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Stockton Serves Hollywood
As Prime Movie location
by STANZ1 UHEREK

Is it the Yangtze River,
the Southern swamp country,
Tonight
a Charleston waterfront.
6:30 and 9 p.m. Zabnskie Point- Anderson Y Cinema..,
No...it's Stockton!
That s
8 p.m. Mark-Almond at Winterland.
right, Stockton has been
everything from the open
Tomorrow
range of Texas to the looth'lls
6:30 and 9 p.m. Zabriskie Point- Anderson Y Cinema.
of
the Great Divide. How •
8 p.m. Mark-Almond at Winterland.
9 p.m. - 1 a.m. B.S.C. Halloween Masquerade Party. Raymond Great Since 1 9 5 0 Stockton has gn>wn
into the -Hollywood -North ol ^
Hall. 75 cents without costumes, 50 cents with costumes. Prizes.
Sunday, November 4
California.
.
In the filteen-year period
6:30 and 9 p.m. Zabnskie Point- Anderson Y Cinema
between 1950 and 1965. some
Monday, November 5
fourteen films were produced
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Collivcr lectures - Central Methodist Church.
in Stockton. Among these are
Tuesday, November 6
"God's Little Acre", "Porgy
8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Collivcr Lectures - Central Methodist Church.
and Bess ", "All the King s
8: 15 p.m. University Symphony Concert - Conservatory.
Men", and "Blood Alley".
7 p.m. ASUOP Senate Meeting - Knoles 205.
Recently Sigma Alpha Epsilon was the scene of a wild
Business really picked up with
Wednesday, November 7
"Cool Hand Luke" in 1965. It Fraternity in an ABC movie tor televison.
10 a.m. Raymond College Coffee Hour - Common Room.
was a hit movie with a starMany of the films in for a Danny Thomas Pt
12- 1:30p.m. Ail Presentation - One Senior and Three Graduates. Grace
studded cast. With this lilm, <4
recent
years have been filed duction, "Four Stars in
Covell Patio Room.
the movie industry began to
on
the
UOP
campus. Of these, Window". This movie mif
take
even
more
notice
ol
Thursday, November 8
"R.P.M."
and
"World's lead to series, which woif
Stockton.
7:30 p.m. (fay People's Union - Anderson Y.
Greatest
Athlete"
utilized
the bring a more perma#
8 p.m. FORUM speaker Godfrey Cambridge. Conservatory.
You may wonder what
company to Stockton (atlei
amount
of
UOP
largest
Stockton has that a hundred
for
the length of the seriesi
other towns in California don t students. UOP gets a nice fee
All in all, the n»
for
the
use
of
the
campus,
too.
have, too. What is so unique I
industry
has been a gn
So
far,
the
movie
industry
about Stockton? For one thing, '
asset to Stockton and vii
the
terrain;
Stockton- has brought $5,000 ,000 to the
versa. Although there is lit,
itself is a fairly large city, and community, and there s a
chance
of Stockton becomii
chance
for
a
lot
more.
"Dirty
within a few miles of Stockton
another Hollywood, it »
one can find swamp lands, • Harry, Crazy Larry", a Peter
probably be used for"
foothills, open plains, and Fonda film, is currently in
location" films for ma:
production in Stockton, and on
A full-length
opera, of the major roles have been small towns.
years.
Another major advantage November 12 shooting begins
Mozart's Don Giovanni, will double cast.
Rehearsals
be presented in December by began at the beginning of the is that Stockton lies outside ol
the Opera Theatre class of the semester and are held during a
Hollywood-based
labor
Conservatory.
class lime and other specially contract negotiating area.
The Opera Theatre Class arranged hours. The students Also, the area is in favorable
is designed specifically for are handling many of the as position with respect to a San
performing.
When not in pects of the production, even
Francisco-based
contract
rehearsal for a production, the directing some of the scenes.
concerning "extras".
class performs scenes from David Thomas is directing
Many
local
people,
opera among themselves.
and rehearsing the chorus,
including
a
large
number
of
Last year, the class produced with Randy Bean conducting
UOP students, have served as
two one-act operas, but this rehearsals and Julie Richter
year they will attempt a major in charge of costumes and extras in the movies filmed The second most popular THING TO DO IN T11E DAKKis
here. It works out well for going to the movies. Lei's see what's playing this week...
production. It will have full scenery.
everyone
concerned.
The
scenery,
costumes
and
locals
get
a
chance
to
"be
in The Bijou (yes, reopened after that ludicrous "Green Door
Goerge
Buckbee,
director
orchestra.
of Don Giovanni and of the the movies," plus $15 a day liasco) is altering LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL,
Leading roles in Don
Opera Theatre at Pacific, and lunch, and the movie another look al the littics. Unlike AMERICAN GKA1'f 111
Giovanni have been chosen
comes to us from Lahti, company gels extras at a low
(still at the Cinema-see it again!). GOOD TIMES tocusesoi
from the class, with other
price.
Finland. He is excited about
music rather than on people. The return ol some ol tl» (
members of the Conservatory
the production and feels he has
boring old singers and groups borders on sell-satire, i
filling in the chorus. To give
a strong cast.
The only
more students a chance, many
problem is the lack of
WESTWOKLD. a computerized Disneyland ol the luture,®
facilities. The Conservatory is
written and directed by Michael Crighlon (ANDROMl'^'
fine for performances, but
STRAIN).With Richard Benjamin. Yui Brenner, andJa"i fi
BSl
Presents
a
Hallo
there is no pLace to build the
Brolin. it is the tale ol a luturistic amusement parkjg 011 '
ween Masquerade Party in
type of set needed for a major
beserk. Its robots (Yul Brenner is one) try to murder t'
Raymond
Great
Hall.
production. "I'll probably be
guests. Witji SUYLENT GREEN, it is a dandy double bill
Saturday.
November
3rd.
painting some of the scenery
even il today s prices are ridiculous.
IronH) -1 a.m. First.second
right here in my office,"
AMPLIFIERS
and third prizes will be
Buckbee said.
ALSO AROUND: the West Lane brings back LP THE SAND
DRUM SETS
awarded lor the best cos
Don Giovanni will have
BOX with something called EXTRA CLOSE UP (your gut* 1 '
ELEC. GUITARS AND
tumes. Donations: 75 cents
two performances. Decem
as good as mine)...Finally JESl S CHRIST SI PERh'^
without costume. 5(1 cents
BASSES
ber
4
and
15
at
8
p.m.
It
will
be
arrives at the Sherwood: Big. bright, and eontroversk ll»
MICROPHONES
with costume.
free
to
ASUOP
students.
interesting record-lurned-stage drivel arm es as cnieliF 11
P.A. SYSTEMS
yl)
soup...WHEN will GODSPELL arrive See it anywhere
PIANOS
can.

Conservatory Opera
Presents Don Giovani

things to d
in the dark

BSU

WE NOW
RENT

AUQCfflMH

BY THE DAY,

7555 Pacific Ave.
478-9913
In the Oakridge Center

WEEK, OR MONTH
A
Come in now or
call for information
PHONE 466-4388

AAIRAC-LE

$0009
2363 Pacific Ace.

Open All Wwk Nif« 'HI 9

MELLOW

LOUNGE FEATURING HAND

MADE DRINKS: AN ARCADE OF GAMES
A SOUND LOUNGF. FEATURING MCINTIOSH
& BOSE STEREO COMPONENTS, FREE
POPCORN, FANTASTIC STEAMED HOT DOGS,
POOL & DART TOURNAMENTS. DRAFT BEER
TURTLE RACES WEEKLY.
TWO DRINKS FOR THE PRICE OF ONF
,T>
WITHr

SIIOR 1 St B.JECTS...There will soon be a s i x -theatre t
plex near the University. Dollar matinees are a bai'g
Watch lor them at the Cinema and Sherwood.

World Campus Afloat: Join It

Sails each September & Febri"

This is the way you've always waj\
to learn . . . and should.
accredited study with a fascin3'
semester of travel to Africa, A^s
asia, the Orient, and the Amerl
Over 8500 students from 450 col'ehave already participated. Fina11
aid is available. Write now for
catalog
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I, American Graffiti' Still Alive In Stockton ?

DOOR from pg. 1
prosecuted had I not decided
to stop show ing the movie.'

by DAVE SEGERSTROM
one's you girls in there

•^drUwRhtner
John Milner

in

American

the .circumreporter is standSt; at the stoplight on Pacutic
Avenue near the
Stockton
Sre Rorfs and choppers
Ihse by. each adorned with
2e object of paint job that
Ikes them ahnost entities
Slier than pieces of machiPicture

nfeS-

this

^'Sooner

or later , I tell

"I'11 have

t0 gel an
mvself
interview." At that instant, a
guyonahuge chopper pulls up

to the light and stops.

_
like it or not, he s
going to be the one. "Hey!" I
call to him.
"Yeah?"
•••What are you doing?"
"Now? Cruisin, yeah."
The light turns green. "Hey,
wait a minute, lemme pull
over." He glides his chopper
into the red zone where I'm
standing. He inspects my face
for maybe a half a second,
smiles and says, "What ya
wanna know?"
"Oh. Uh, I'm from the
UOP newspaper. He is, too."
The photographer with me
smiles. "We're, uh, doing this
article, see, on cruising in
Stockton."
"Oh, sure," he says, and
Well,

grins. "Well, unless ya want to
get drunk or loaded, this is the
place to come in Stockton,
y'know? You wanna see your
friends, right. Name's Bronk
Mills-that's B-R-O-N-K. The
police
here aren't bad.
They've improved around a
thousand per cent. They don't
bother us much."
"Why does the Miracle
mile seem to be the place to
cruise?" I ask.
"Well, if you wanna have
fun, this is the place to come."
Bronk's grin gets bigger and
bigger; he seems to enjoy
being
interviewed, and
doesn't mind my questions
about the bad reputation of
motorcyclists. He even seems
amused at my insecurity
about cruisers on the strip.
"The people here have
mellowed out," he continues,
"they aren't as bad anymore.
There used to be a lot of fights
and vandalism and stuff.
"As far as the businesses
here, we just try to stay out of
their way. We don't hurt the
people that come here any.
We just don't don't get in their
way, and everybody's okay."
A hot rod peels out from
the stop light and zooms down
the street. Bronk looks after
them pensively. Finally he
says, ' 'Then we got a few hot
rodders."
"There used to be a lot of
racing here, but not so much
anymore. The cops just got on

"I could understand it
there were community-wide
protest and I had flagrantly
mishandled the showing ol the
film that I might be
prosecuted-but the fact is that
there was none of this. 1 was
particularly careful about not
letting minors enter and a sign
was posted at the entrance of
the theater, informing the
viewers about the sexual
explicitness in the movie."
NO COMPLAINTS
Since the row began,
Carson maintained that he has
received numerous support
5 from people in the commun£• ity but has not received one
* single complaint against the
0 showing of 'Green Door'. He
% stated that during the runs ot
1 the movie, excellent crowds ol
3 all ages were greeted with
~ hardly any "walkouts".
A Stockton low rider eases back and examines the action.

us, and soon there wasn't club. My parents do, too. We
much at all." He stops used to ride around and go on
speaking and looks at me, trips. We always had a good
"You wanna go for a ride?"
time."
My previous apprehen
My stomach leaps up to
my throat, but luckily I con sions begin to disappear.
trol myself. My God, I think to Bronk doesn't seem like a
myself, I've always wanted to vicious person who picks on
see what it would be like to cripples for fun, as people tend
to describe motorcycle enthuride on one. "All right."
"Okay. Now. Never put , siasts. In fact, he is turning out
your feet below those foot- to be one of the friendliest
rests thcre-At no time put your people I ve met in Stockton.
We tour the strip one more
feet below them. It throws me
time and, as suddenly as the
off balance," Bronk warned.
And off we go. We head ride began, it's over. "What do
down the street toward you think?" asks Bronk. But
Colonel Sanders' place. The before there is an answer, he
wants to know where he can
view from the motorcycle
adds a certain dimension to get a copy of the story. "I want
the people hanging out in the to see how corny it sounds
various gas stations along the later."
street. For once, they look like
they're doing something other
than looking for someone to
beat up.
We turn into a gas station
and head back up to Dok
Shoon's. Bronk talks about
motorcycles and why they
have a bad name. "The Hell's
Angels-that's why a lot of
young guys buy bikes," he
grins. "Yeah. Buy a chopper
and be cool."
We turn around in the Fill'em-fast. "But I belong_to_a

Phillips commented that
if similiar movies are shown in
the future, there may be other
attempts at prosecution, but
that it would "depend on the
content of the film". There is
no set policy in regard to
movies of this type and we are
not censors, he said.

"The Bijou plans to
present its usual variety of
films, including adventures,
musicals as well as X-rated
ones," Carson pointed out. "1
wouldnT be a bit surprised it
there are similar hassles in
the future. Other theaters in
this area have evidently
suffered similar problems
with the law in the past."

'

Thurs. Dollar Bonus Mat.
Extended to Thurs. Night
for UOP Students and Faculty

"JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR

Stockton 'cruisers' gladly pose next to their fine machine

&III

"EXTREME
CLOSE-UP'-'

plus

CUBD

DIAL 4-M-O-V-l-E-S
157 West Adams Behind Baskln—
obbins on Pacific Avt.'s MiraelaMile

Haley the Comets
m
Chuck Berry
I—ittle Richard
D°mino
Chubby Checker *
8° g'ddley
V
5 Satins
-sj <
The Shirelles \
he Coasters
i«Tyyffcir*

Multi-Screen
Re-Creation
°fthe50'5!

jQ

a

"TRIPLE IRONS

1

roll
BEATLES SHORT SUBJECTS

n_

—plus

B A n#* A • A. • r. a c -j-t rvirrl

BARGAIN MATINEE! SUNDAY!

(Matinee
Only)

nnt
.99

BARBARA STREISAND

A

LET the Good Time#

a,

I "UP THE SANDBOX'

Complete Matinee S
at t:00 & 3:15

plus
"FIST OF FURY'

DAILY 6:00-8:00-10:00
SAT. SUN. THURS.
2:00-4:00-6:008:00-10:00

B

iiii
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POTPOURRI
Friday, Nov.. 1
Lunch
Shrimp Bisque
Hot Turkey Sand.
Macaroni 4 Cheese
Mixed Vegetables
Fish Plate "4
Party Salad Gel.
Citrus Surprise
Pineapple-Nut Cookie
Dinner
U.O.P. Pizza
Soutlle
Au Gratin Potatoes
Broccoli Spears
Buttermilk Wheat Koll
Jello Cubes/Topping
Saturday, Nov. 2
Breakfast
Assorted Juices
Cold Cereals
Lionuts
Lunch
Citrus Sections
Cheese Blinlz
Bacon
Scrambled Kggs
Cherry Snail
Dinner
K.F. Shrimp/Lemon
Tartar Sauce
Italian Delight
F.F. Gents
Fisherman's Wltarl
Blueberry Pie
Sunday, Nov. 4
Breakfast
Assorted Juices
Cold Cereals
Prune Batter Bread

Monday, Nov. 5
Breaklast
Orange Sections
Oatmeal
Fried Kggs
Hash Browns
Donuts
Lunch
Tomato Bisque
Grilled Cheese
Ham Loal with Mushroom Sauce
Spinach Pie/Kgg
Fish Plate #4
Fit.
Cocktail/Cherry
Peach
Deluxe
Choc. Chip CookieDinner
Spaghetti
Omelet
Kissolc Potatoes
Asparagus Cheese CakeRelish Tray
Garlic Bread
"lapioca Pudding
Tuesday, Nov. 6
Breakfast
Strawberries
Cream ol Rice
French Toast
Syrup
Bacon
Apple Yam Mull ins
Lunch
Cr. ol Mushroom
French Dip Sand.
Cod Squares
Copenhagen Limas
Meat Plate »7
Molded Cranberry
Minly Pear/Cheese
Baked Custard
Dinner
Baked Short ribs
Knchiladas/Sr. Cr.
Dorito Chips
Green Pepper w/Cheese
Bean Salad
Flour Tortillas (steamed)
Mexican Paslerics

Lunch
Grilled French Toast
Bacon Strips
Fried Kggs
Pineapple Twist
Dinner
Coq au Vib
Curried Kggs
Hcrbcd Bice
Mushroom Soul lie
5 cup salad

STOCKTON COVKNANT CHURCH
SUNDAY
Worship Service 8:30 and 11am
College Class Session 9:45
Body Life Service 7pm
Fellowship Groups 8pm

1720 OXFORD WAY
PASTOR KRAFT

Phone: 464-5160 or 463-3638

Wednesday, Nov. 7
Breakfast

Cling Peaches
Farina
Lox, Cream Cheese
Bagels
Scrambled Kggs
Raised Donuts
Lunch
Vegetable Soup
Hot Dog/Chili
Beef Noodle Cass.
Zucchini, Corn & Mozzerella
CheeseMeat Plate #3
Banana, Peanut Sal.
Tahitian Delitc
Cashew Nut CookieDinner
Roast Turkey
Fish Portion
Whipped Potatoes
Gible-l Gravy
Broccoli/Onions
Cukes/Sour Cream
Colombo Rools
Boysenberry Cream
Cheese Pie
„Thursday, Nov. 8
Breakfast
Banana
Roman Meal
Gingerbread
Pancakes, Syrup
Bacon
Pecan Rolls
Lunch
,
Lentil Soup
Bacon. Lettuce. 4 Tomato
Sandwich
Peas
Cheese Strata
Poultry Plate#2
Ribbon Salad
Double Straw. Mold
Dinner
Swiss Steak/Sr. Cr.
Polish SausagePizza Potatoes
Mixed Vegetables
Oatmeal Bread
Cherry Almond Delile

RESEARCH AIDS

'Expert Typing:
Disserta
tions, theses, term papers, etc.
done professionally by Gene
vieve Macias. Hours: 6 p.m.
.thru 10 p.m. Call 478-0354.
Typing: * Experienced Typist
desires work on term papers,
etc. Will, take dictation on
business letters. Phone: 4628755 after 5:00 p.m. weekdays.
V.W. Service: Service done
here on campus for less $.
Tune-ups, valve adjustments,
rod brakes. Contact Jeff Stagg
it 478-2817 or 462-9405.
Votice: Do you wish to attend a
small Baptist church with a
good youth group? Transport
tation
provided. Call Al
Warren at 478-6431.
Para-Psychology
Anyone?
Development class now open in
E.S.P. If interested, call 9483325. Serious students only.

JOBS ON SHIPS! No experi
ence required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Perfect
summer job or career. Send
$3.00
lor
information.
SEAFAX. Dept. v-1 P.O. Box
2049. Port Angeles. Washing
ton 98362.
Wanted: Spanish speaking
HOP female lo work 10hrs/wk.
cleaning up local beauty salon,
in cxcli. for large private rm.
w/
priv. entrance. Call
Frances. 477-6756.
Roommate Wanted: Female lo
share 2 bdrnt. apt. near cam
pus. Call wknights 478-4428.
Roommate
Wanted:
Des
perately needed to share 2
bdrm. furnished Victorian
house with 5 large rooms.
$70/mo., incl. all utilities. Call
Don at 462-6278.
Apt. Needed: First year Phar
macy student wants to move
off-campus (preferably close
to campus) as soon as possible.
Contact: Gloria, »261, Grace
Covell, 466-3581.

Moore, but she regrets the
elimination of "good Tuesday
morning Chapel services.
She also leels that coed
dormitories have eliminated
some of the "good times on
campus. "Covell Hall doesn t
mean now what it used to
mean to the boys,
she
explained.

Mrs. Moore graduated
from Randolph-Macon Wo
men's College (Virginia) in
1924. There she was a music
major and a member of Tri
Delta sorority. Her graduate
study was at the Julliard
School of Music in New York..

Mrs. Moore came to
Stockton from the east coast
when her daughter and tamily
moved here from San
SENIORS
Francisco. She became
Campus
Inlorveius
Omega Phi Alpha s house
Mon., Nov. 5 - Touehe Koss
mother so that she d have
something todo with her time. I 9 Co. - Public Accounting.
| Accounting Majors
She remembers getting
Thurs., Nov. 8 - Upjohnlo..
bored by February 1950, and
Sales to Sales Managetelling the boys to look tor
ment - B.S. Pharmacy, B,V|
another housemother because
Science. B.A. Business
she'd have to quit. "They were
Mon., Nov. 12 - Corn1
so nice to me. Instead of
F o u n d a t i o n - O n e year in
finding a new housemother, I tern Public Adminislra
those boys went out and found |lion - Any major
me another job! " She worked
Nov. 12-16 - U.S. Navy 1
in the office at the DeMarcus
Naval Officer Programs ||
Brown Theatre for many
lues., Nov. 13 - Standard!
years.
Oil & Chevron Research I
"Love" now fills her days
Process, Project & Design]
with reading, walking and a
Engineering - B.S. Engij
little knitting. Her vast |neering
collection of
books has l Tues., Nov. 20 - Electronic
overflowed the bookshelves in
Data Systems - Computer
her cozy, little, pink room at
Management - All Majors
Omega Phi. She walks two or
Register and sign
three miles each day "to keep
for campus interviews hi
in shape."
the Career Planning ai
"My best friends have
Placement Center (Alum
always been younger people,' | ni House) corner of Facte
said Mrs. Moore, and this fact
| Avenue & Knoles Way.

FREE CATALOG
Thousands ol research aids listed
Kaeh available will) loot notes and

bibliography
Lowest prices are (it AKANTKKD
For a FKKK copy ol our latest 80
page mail-order catalog, send 50
cents ( to cover postage and
handling > to

NAT L RESEARCH BANK
42(1 N. l'alni Dr.. lk-v. Hills.
Calif.

You must include your zip code.
TKLKI'IIONK: I 21.1 I 271-.">4:«)

classified ads
TYPING; Custom typing done':
in my home. Stencils, term
papers.
resumes.
manu-'
scripts, business letters, etc.
Call 477-1760.

'LOVE' from pg. 5

seems obvious to her visjlo"
A Stockton family 0f
%
children has adopted hert
grandmother. She loves
spend time with her
grandchildren
in the!
Sacramento home.
On of "the boys," Ra#[
Brown, recently bought het'
very special music box
plays "JL-ove Makes the \\
N
Go
Round"
and [
U.O.P. students, she hasL
the earth spinning with h|
genuine devotion to theirliVt,
"Maybe after 25 years,]
feel a little more wiliing
leave," she speculates, i
from her facial express^,
it's obvious that Mrs. iyioop
won't be ready to leave nB
year. And, U.O.P. won't'i
ready to let her leave.

Wanted: Adminislative work
experience to lead to possible
career opportunity. Assist in
establishing local explorer
scouts division. Male or fe
male. Contact Helm Haas. 101
Baun Hull 946-2151.

For Sale: 1969 V.W. Call 4629502. Ask for Russ Ostarello
Lie. #ZFD 887.
For Sale: Single mattress
waterbed w/ pedestal and
foam pad. 5 yr. guar. Call 4784389 before 9 am or betw. 5 & 7
pm.
For Sale: Pioneer SX 626
Receiver,
two Bose 501
speakers. I year old. Excellent
condition. Contact Skip Sage at
465-6984 or 462-9405.
For Sale: Pearldrumset,$l5oMartin D28 guitar, like new!
'72 hall ton International pick
up. 4 wheel drive. Call 948-9467.
tor Sale: Harmon Kardon 330
amp. 100watts. 2 Electrovoice
speakers. Garrard 55 SL turn
table w/ Stanton 500e car
tridge. $325 or oiler. Call 9462509.

C0PA
Educational

To Improve

One of these ideas is
The College of the Pacific
Free
University. Ginesi,*'
Association (COPA) is on the
is
currently
evaluating i:
move...or at least it will be as
soon as it assesses its finan feasibility of such an idea,si
he may "poll COP studei
cial situation.
and
see what classes tW
For those of you who don't
know what COPA is, a brief would want to take."
A free University is o®
explanation follows: It is an
which
a student may take®
organization which serves the
"Academic interests of the course he wishes, it he can?
students of COP," according enough interest in the subje
to COPA chairman, Larry matter aroused. There wo®
Ginesi. It listens to student be no tuition.
Ginesi remarked that1
grievances, evaluates COP
"really
had no idea" ^
professors, and funds certain
much money was left ou
clubs.
At the moment, COPA is from last year's COPA ac'1'
"We passed anaC
working with a tentative bud ties.
assembly
last year
get of $16,800 and an undeter
mined surplus from last called for the carpeting
year's budget. The amount of Knoles Hall," he reflect
money that COPA gets for its "By the time we got aroun
^ budget depends on how many it, the Halls had b*
' students are enrolled in COP. carpeted. "Who knows ho'1
The money is distributed from much surplus there is fro
ASUOP • funds to various that."
schools in proportion to the
Of the tentative
size of those schools.
budget, Ginesi estimated'.
As soon as the money Campus clubs will get
problem is settled, COPA will and that $2500 will be al'0"
go to work. First in line are the for teacher evaluation.
(3
COPA Elections next week.
Ginesi stressed the
Soon to follow are teacher that COPA is open to ideaS
evaluations.
will
listen
to
stud
The rest of COPA's time complaints.
.
will be spent mostly at the
"We also sell sta1^
rawing board, working on t h o u g h t h a t i s n ' t e x a c t l y a
some ideas.
demie," he added.

